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Lighting the Way 
to a New World 
specialized industries. / We focus on developing solutions that respond to those needs. This visionary approach has made 

Philips Lumec one of the most respected outdoor lighting partners throughout North America. We do our own R&D and we 

manufacture our products in-house - this ensures that each Philips Lumec luminaire is built to the highest standards, using only the 

best technology and methods. We practice the art of sustainable design and the science of smart engineering, in order to provide 

our clients with the best lighting products in the world. Philips Lumec actively forges partnerships within the industry in order to 

to be associated with the world leader in lighting. Philips provides Lumec with a leading position in the Canadian decorative and 

 www.lightingproducts.philips.com
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SoleCity
Going beyond decorative functional outdoor lighting to 

for any public space.

What’s in a name?

Sole means one and only. Only Philips Lumec offers 

combining different functionalities and applications, 

while providing advanced features and customization 

within a single visual signature. Sole also represents 

the design aspect of our new product line. The design 

is exclusive. Each lighting 

a whole. Our new family of LED outdoor lighting 

integrity of the brand as well 

as harmony and sustainability in design. 

City corresponds to the application of this new 

outdoor lighting collection. Dedicated to cities and 

municipalities, SoleCity has been created for urban 

public places, where lighting should be distinctive and 

livable cities, 
by bringing greater cohesion and improved safety to 

have the capacity to balance continuity with change, 

heritage and innovation, natural spaces and urban 

it should be lovable too.”

With the SoleCity Collection, the outdoors never 
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a movement, a stroke, a line.”
Philips Lumec’s design team
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Jean-Philippe André 
Landscape Architect, m.sc.a
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SoleCity, 

Products,
One Signature Style

 Philips Lumec 

understands that the identity

 products 
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 The answer resides in its identity. 

original installations with a single, harmonious signature style. Our team of award-winning designers gave a lot of care and 

Another aspect that adds to the loveliness of SoleCity’s Luminaires is its high-quality white light, which can transform 

the night scene, enhance urban architecture and create an inviting ambience that encourages more people to spend 

time outdoors. By choosing one manufacturer for all your outdoor lighting needs, you ensure that the color of light will 

be uniform and consistent throughout your site. We control all parameters throughout the manufacturing process, from 

the LEDs to the luminaire.
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From SoleCity to City Pride

Lighting buildings and monuments puts the city at center stage, 

creating its identity. However, the true soul of the city lives in people who live there. They socialize in public areas. They use 

them than to create beautiful, safe and inviting public spaces. Lighting has the power to enhance life in the city. No longer 

simply functional, it has become a creative art, contributing to attractive and inviting atmospheres that encourage 

night-time socializing and enrich the city’s night life. During the day, the luminaires’ design also plays an architectural role, 

complementing the street scene with style and beauty.

 will help create a city’s identity and develop city pride with a wide range of products designed with 

urban furniture, living in unison for your greatest outdoor pleasure.
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Customization = Design Freedom

The freedom to modify some details. The freedom to create different 

a complete line of high-performance outdoor LED products with complementary urban furniture, but they can be fully 

With SoleCity, the opportunity to create unique designs with different ambiences becomes a reality.  You get to set 
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A World of Possibilities

technologies are available to turn your creative ideas into reality. Every city aims to create an outstanding identity, and LED 

to gather.

Area Luminaire, it becomes a pedestrian luminaire and thus a good option for linear lighting. As for the picnic area, the 

addition, you have the option of installing a light source on one or both sides of the light post. 
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Furniture

Architectural 
LED Lighting

Functional 
and Ambience 
LED Lighting

Street 
and Area 
LED Lighting
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of the SoleCity Collection

Features
One visual signature

Design uniformity for all products 

Creates a strong identity for public spaces

Wide range of lighting products
functionalities

Client customization

Urban furniture available and inspired

by the SoleCity Collection
Harmony in style and easy access to all products

Astute combination of high performance and aesthetic

Functional lighting combined with ambience lighting

All products are designed and manufactured  

by Philips Lumec

Lifespan of up to 100,000 hours for drivers and LEDs Longevity

Philips LEDgine platform and Philips LED drivers
Reduced maintenance costs, lower electrical bills 

High-performance white LEDs Ensures security and creates ambience for users

Optical system created with high-performance  

acrylic refractor lenses Optimized target lumens for perfect lighting uniformity and intensity

Considerable energy savings and longevity

Eco-design*
*visit website for more details

Product with a reduced footprint compared to its predecessor 

throughout its entire life cycle

Stand-alone luminaire control solution

Dynamic, single-site operation, system control solution
24/7 simple data management 

Dynamic multiple-site operation, city control solution
24/7 remote access from anywhere

Recreation

P
City  

Streets

P
City

Centers

P
Pedestrian

Areas  
and

Bicycle Paths

P
Campuses

P
Public
Areas

P
Green

P
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Philips Lumec 
is Proud to Present its 
New Urban Collection

outdoor furniture manufacturer, to create the ultimate 

that integrates perfectly with our new line of lighting 

products. 

Collection is convenient, effortless and 
so accommodating.

SoleCity includes 8 distinct LED outdoor lighting 

products, in 3 categories.

These lighting solutions offer coherent design and 
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SoleCity Overview
www.lightingproducts.philips.com

LED Flood Light
(optional)
ULFL100

Small LED Street and Area 
Luminaire 20’
Luminaire: ULS100
Bracket: UBS100-1A
Pole: UPS100



Small LED Street and Area
Luminaire 20’
Luminaire: ULS100
Bracket: UBS100-2
Pole: UPS100

Luminaire 30’
Luminaire: ULM100
Bracket: UBM100-1A
Pole: UPM100S

Éclairage mi-fût DEL 
(en option)
ULR100



LED Bollard
ULB100Luminaire 30’

Luminaire: ULM100
Bracket: UBM100-2
Pole: UPM100S



Site Furniture

ULLC100

LED Wallwash
ULFW100

Gobo
ULFG100

website at 

to see the complete product line 

inspired by SoleCity.

SC Furniture Series

Bench Trash Container

and Recycle Unit

Bollard
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Street and Area 
LED Lighting
The use of light in outdoor areas improves public spaces and public life. SoleCity’s line of outdoor lighting products 

Street and Area LED Lighting improves pedestrian and road safety. An essential component of driver, cyclist and pedestrian 

public transportation.

and Area Luminaire and Area Luminaire 
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SoleCity Small 

and Area Luminaire

The SoleCity LED Street and Area Luminaire (small or medium) is an appropriate 

areas requiring medium intensity lighting, to large urban boulevards. Optimized optic 

systems generate the required amount of light in order to ensure security at night.

to have vanished, which helps to create a continuous seamless line. The result is 

an organic form.

Poles are available in steel and aluminum. The pole design complies to AASHTO 

standards. They are suited for harsh environments and are resistant to rain, ice, snow, 

salt, dust and sand. 

We use the latest Philips Lumileds

Small: 
Medium: 
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Features

Up to 80 high-performance white LEDs 
The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 

compared to standard high-powered LEDs

Placement of driver and electrical components  

away from LEDs

Lower degradation of light output over product lifespan

Easy maintenance

Operating lifespan of components and driver up to 100,000 hours

connectors

Protects the light source and electrical components from 

degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 

snow, dust, sand etc.

Luminaire accepts 2 to 5 LED modules
Optimized for different mounting heights

Adapts to different light applications and needs

Dedicated LED optics / types 2, 3 and 4
Provides high-quality, uniform light distribution

Better light trespass control

Possibility of customization to create different ambiences

Suits the needs of various applications

Available with intelligent outdoor lighting control 

solutions operations
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SoleCity 

integrated in the poles of the LED Street and Area Luminaires. Lighting is only on 

one side, in the opposite direction of the luminaire. Vertical lighting provides better 

ambience. 

Philips Lumec uses the latest 

in the industry.
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Features

Up to 32 high-performance white LEDs
The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 

compared to standard high-powered LEDs

Placement of driver and electrical components

away from LEDs

Lower degradation of light output over product lifespan

Operating lifespan of components and driver up to 100,000 hours

Protects the light source and electrical components from 

degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 

snow, dust, sand etc.

Optics directing light to the ground
Creates horizontal and vertical illuminance to the ground and 

surroundings with minimal uplight

Adapted to different light applications and needs

Dedicated LED optics / types 3 and 4
Provides high quality, uniform light distribution

Better light trespass control

LED module integrated to the pole Seamless design

Available with intelligent outdoor lighting solutions
operations
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Functional 
and Ambiance 
LED Lighting 

The SoleCity Collection will turn any dull landscape or public area into a sight to behold.

 Vertical Straight LED Bollard

 LED Light Post
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SoleCity LED Vertical 
Straight Light Post 

the column can be customized by choosing amongst a variety of different decorative 

and is available with lighting on one side (asymmetrical lighting) or on both sides 

(symmetrical lighting). This allows for better light control, which is perfect to create 

Philips Lumec uses the latest Philips Lumileds
in the industry.
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Features

Up to 64 high-performance white LEDs
 

Provides better facial recognition
The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 
of the street if desired compared to standard high-powered LEDs

Placement of driver and electrical components 
away from the LEDs

Lower degradation of light output over product lifespan
Operating lifespan of components and driver up to 100,000 hours 

connectors

Protects the light source and electrical components from 
degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 
snow, dust, sand etc.

modules
Adapts to different light applications and needs

Asymmetrical and symmetrical lighting 
(on one or both sides)

No lighting towards the house side of the street, if desired

Available with intelligent lighting solutions
operations

Dedicated LED optics / types 3, 4 and 5
Provides high-quality, uniform light distribution
Better light trespass control

Now available with up-light shield optimizing 
Reduces light pollution

 
Real Wood Panel Ipe Type                           Painted Wood Finish Panel                                    Stainless Steel Panel

Luminous rendering of Vertical Projection LED Light Post
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SoleCity
LED Bollard

lighting, and can be also used to create ambience lighting. 

As an added bonus, bollards can be customized by choosing amongst a variety of 

on one or both sides (symmetrical and asymmetrical lighting). This allows for better 

light control, which is perfect to create ambience and to feature beautiful landscaping 

details. 

Philips Lumec uses the latest Philips Lumileds
in the industry.
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Features

Up to 32 high-performance white LEDs 

Creates ambience and features beautiful landscaping details

Provides better facial recognition

The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 

compared to standard high-powered LEDs

Placement of driver and electrical components 

away from the LEDs

Lower degradation of light output over product lifespan

Operating lifespan of components and driver up to 100,000 hours

connectors

Protects the light source and electrical components from 

degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 

snow, dust, sand etc.

Bollard accepts 1 to 2 LED modules
Adapts to different light applications and needs

Lights on both sides

Dedicated LED optics / types 3, 4 and 5
Provides high quality, uniform light distribution

Better light trespass control

Available with intelligent outdoor lighting solutions
operations

Now available with up-light shield optimizing 
Reduces light pollution

 
Real Wood Panel Ipe Type                           Painted Wood Finish Panel                                    Stainless Steel Panel

Luminous rendering of LED Bollard
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Architectural LED 
Lighting
Architectural LED lighting enhances the best in buildings, streets and landscaping – illuminating façades and architecture, 

while avoiding light spillage. Philips Lumec provides you with the best architectural LED lighting products to compliment 

Some SoleCity products were designed for both architectural and entertainment applications.

or courtyards between buildings. Keeping these areas well lit minimizes theft and vandalism.

                                  LED Flood Light                      LED Wallwash                            Gobo
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SoleCity 
LED Flood Light

for safety and security reasons, or simply to highlight architecture elements. 

LED Flood Light is comprised of 32 white LEDs.

The LED Flood Light was designed to be harmoniously integrated or installed unto 

modern, elongated form will blend well into any surroundings. Various precision 

optical systems are available, delivering a suitable pattern for any application. These 

effects.

The SoleCity LED Flood Light has a 360-degree attachment to swivel in all directions.

Philips Lumec uses the latest 

the industry.
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Features

32 high-performance white LEDs The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 

compared to standard high-powered LEDs

Placement of driver and electrical components 

away from the LEDs

Lower degradation of light output over product lifespan

Operating lifespan of components and driver up to 100,000 hours

connectors

Protects the light source and electrical components from 

degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 

snow, dust, sand etc.

Compact design

Available with intelligent outdoor lighting solutions when 

installed on the luminaire operations
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SoleCity LED Wallwash

The SoleCity LED Wallwash is easy to install.

Philips Lumec uses the latest

in the industry.
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Features

Up to 80 high-performance white LEDs The latest LED technology provides a higher light output, 

compared to standard high-powered LEDs

connectors

Protects the light source and electrical components from 

degradation caused by environmental pollutants such as rain, ice, 

snow, dust, sand etc.

Wallwash accepts 2 to 5 LED modules Adapts to different light applications and needs

Directional pivot
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SoleCity Gobo 

Use your 

imagination – with the SoleCity Gobo, transform your space into a creative and 

distinct area with dramatic visual effects or subtle highlights. 

attention.

The SoleCity Gobo has a 360-degree attachment to swivel in all directions.

or more delightful.
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Features
Ceramic metal halide lamps

Wall and pole mounting options

For the Gobo, you can choose 

your choice.
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Site Furniture

Urban Furniture
to provide a SoleCity inspired collection of integrated furniture.

 

 

SC Furniture Series

   Recycle Unit

www.maglin.com 
to see the complete product line inspired by SoleCity.
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